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Currently, gel spinning is limited in the number of applications 
because it does not produce a continuous fiber, ease of spinning can 
be complicated and splitability can occur for segmented fibers [3]. [4]
• Areas were CF is already being used
• Chemical applications where increased solubility and improved 

biocompatibility is favorable
• Uses in regenerative medicine for neural scaffolding as well as 

tissue regeneration due to influence on cellular behavior

The objective of this research is to design of spinneret (extruder) that can consistently produce small diameter carbon fibers
(CF) using the island-in-the-sea configuration using polyacrylonitrile (PAN) as island and polymethyl-methacrylate (PMMA)
as the sea. Facilitate the use of additive manufacturing to produce custom geometry that can withstand the corrosive behavior
of polymers. Test fibers to deduce mechanical properties and observe fiber morphology to characterize the material.

Commercial carbon fibers only produce 90% of their theoretical modulus and tensile strength [1]. As the diameter of a CF 
decreases, tensile strength generally increases [1][2]. There are different methods to produce small diameter CF but gel 
spun fibers yield the highest tensile modulus and higher strength due to their high draw-ratio and subsequent molecular 
uniformity [1].  From extensive research, PAN proved to be the best precursor to CF because it exhibits the best uniformity 
and is most suited to gel spinning [1]. Gel spinning has several short-falls from polymer surface exposure, which can lead to 
variations in elongation viscosity, quench behavior, and relaxation behavior which can form anisotropic structure [3]. 

• More work needs to be done to create a spinneret that produces continuous and consistent fibers
• Optimize spinneret to produce more fibers by increasing the number of outlets
• Testing limits of additive manufacturing capabilities in regards to printer fidelity
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Is it feasible to produce small diameter carbon fibers with nanometer diameter using bicomponent island-in-the-sea configured spinneret?
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The design allows for three individual filaments of PAN to 
form inside of a casing of PMMA, this protects the PAN 
filament during the drawing process. Once drawn the PMMA 
is dissolved and you are left with only PAN fibers. The 
drawing process decreases the diameter of the fibers and 
improves fiber morphology. The image to the left shows the 
flow direction of the polymers. While the image on the right 
highlights to extruder end of the spinneret that helps create 
the island-in-the-sea configuration with the polymers. 

• The high viscosity of PAN and PMMA makes it difficult to design small diameter channels 
• Manufacture is limited by the 3D printer in terms of feature size and surface roughness
• Difficult to produce continuous and consistent fiber diameter 
• Scalability in terms of increasing the number of fibers per extrusion is difficult
• The process is still in its infancy and requires high volume manufacture to be used in more applications


